California politicians: “Lockdowns are for little people.”
Four-dollar Gaslamp breakfast deal ■ San Diego’s resident mezcal

Emmanuel Cafferty is not a white supremacist
Prickles of pepper
San Diego is a breakfast city

Garland Quarter. People walk streets empty. Suddenly fogging over napkins. One place crowded. Breakdown joint on 11th. It’s this coming in sky blue umbrellas and tiny pink chairs. And bright. Really surprising at this time, about two o’clock on a Thursday afternoon. Any restaurant will tell you that Tuesday is the worst day of the week, business wise. For me, this is perfect. I get all the action at the Garland Quarter. Started wandering. Looked like chance of a broken among the bars that were open. Then I see with steps up and I find brick and black plaza that’s Residence Inn by Marriott. It’s transformed along. They’ve built a long social, small community bistro seating. It’s the extended sidewalk setting for the Garland Breakfast Company.

The top and on, their delicious Swiss (“Swiss”) have coarse flour and pushed eggs. Cost $3.45. It’s with shrimp, let’s with ducklings.
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